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1. Introduction.

Let M be a bounded domain in R3 with smooth boundary dλf. Let w be
a point in M. We remove ball Bε of radius ε with the center w from M and we
get Mε = M\Bε.

Fix pe(l2). We fix &>0. We put

(1.1) A(ε) = inf( I \Vu\2dx+k\ u2dσx\
ueX\JMε JaBe /

where X={ueH\Mεl u = Q on dM and w>0 in Λfε, ||t/||p+1>ε = l}. Here

IMlL9(Mε)
=IMI€,ε We see that there exists at least one solution vε of the above

problem which attains (l.l)ε. We know that vε satisfies — Δz>ε(x) = λ(ε)vε(x)p in Afε,
vε(x) — 0 on dM and kvε(x)+(3/δvx)vε(jc)=0 on dBε. Here δ/δvx denotes the derivative
along the exterior normal vector with respect to Mε.

Let Sε denote the set of positive function uε which attains the minimum of (1.1).
Main result of this paper is the following

Theorem 1. Fix /?e(l,2). Then, there exists a constant C independent of ε
such that

sup sup \vε(x)\ < C.
uεeSε xεMε

Related topics are discussed in Lin [1], Ozawa [4].

2. Preliminary Lemmas.

We have the following Lemma 2.1.

Lemma 2.1. Consider the following equations.

(2.1) Δ*ε(jt) = 0 xeM\Bε
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(2.2) vε(x) = Q xedM

(2.3) k vε(x) + (dvjdvx) = α(ω) x = w + εω e dBε.

Here ωeS2. Then, the solution of (2Λ\ (2.2), (2.3) satisfies

(2.4) \vε(x)\<Cs2r-l\M\c(σ/2)(s2)

for any σ>\. Here C may depend on σ but independent of ε. Here r = |jc — w\.

Proof. Let ΔS2 denote the Laplace-Beltrami oporator on S2. It is well known
that -n(n + V) is an eigenvalue of ΔS2 whose multiplicity is (2n + 1). We can write it
explicitly by using the Legendre polynomial but we do not do it. We write
complete orthonomal basis of L2^2) consisting of eigenfunction by (φ^ω)}^^ If
Δφ, (ω)= -n(n + l )φ/ω), then we write j asye(«). Thus, #{/;ye(/i)} =

First we want to construct a solution of (2.1), (2.3).
We put

Then,

Δv*(x) = 0 in R3\Bε.

We expand α by φj(ώ) as

n = 0je(n)

By the equality (2.3), we have

Then,

cj^aj

Therefore,

\v*(x)\<ε Σ Σ
w = Oje(n)

We notice that we have

(2.5)
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for je(n) by the property of Legendre and associated Legendre polynomial. See
Mizohata [2, ρ.312].

By the Schwarz inequality we have

v Y;> ' v
^/2

Mn) J'"

-2\12

\n = 0 J

If we take σ>l, then

^l2

(2.6)

Here we note that ||α||2H2(52) is equivalent to I Σ (n + 1)4 Σ a}* \ since the eigenvalue
\π = 0 je(n) ' /

of — ΔS2 is n(n + \\ We used representation of norm of fractional Sobolev
space. Notice that C"72^2) c Hσ/2(S2) for σ<σ'.

Now y*(x) does not satisfy y*(jc) = 0 on dM.
By the same procedure as in the repeated construction of the function 4Π) ^n

Proposition 1 of Ozawa [3] we proved Lemma 2.1.

The following Lemm is very useful.

Lemma 2.3. There exists an extension operator
E : Hl(Mε) 3 u -> Eu = u e Hl(M) satisfying the fallowings',

(2.9) u(x) = u(x) a.e. Mε

holds for any ueHi(Mε)9

(2.10) l|£|iL*<

holds for any ueH\Mε)nLs(Mεl

(2.11)

for any ueHl(MJnL'(MJ with

holds for any
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that #=0. We take an
arbitrary ue Hl(Mε) and put

u(x) = u(x) xeMε

= u(ε2x\x\~2)ηε(x) xeBε,

where ηεeCco(R3) satisfies Q<ηε<l, ηε=l on R\Bε/2, ηg = 0 on Bε/4 and
\Vηε\<Sε~l. Notice that both ηε(ε2x\x\~ 2) and (V^Xε2*!*!"2) vanish on R3\B4ε.
Then, by using the Kelvin transformation of co-ordinates, y=ε2x\x\~2

9 we have

ί \ΰ(x)\sdx< ί \msnc(<?y\y\-2?(t\yrl

JBc JR*\BC

\ \u(y)\°dy
Jλtc

and

/Be

+c|:f
Jβε

ε4ί l
JMε

< Cε4 \u(y)\2\y\ ~ 6dy + C \Vu\2dy.
Jί

By Holder's inequality, we see that

I (M) (2<^<oo)
*wι \y\ uy^ \

M l , - , , , , . -
c I C7ε~ M (s— ooi

Thus, we get Lemma 2.3.

3. The Green function.

Let G(x,y) be the Green function of the Laplacian in M under the Dirichlet
condition on dM. We introduce the following kernel pε(x,y).

pε(x,y) = G(x,y) + g(ε)G(x, w)G(w,y) + λ(<

where

3 A,,
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when w=(w1,w2,w3) is an orthonomal frame of R3.
Here we put

where

y = lim (G(x9 w)—(4π) ~* \x — w\

and

We put

Then, S(x,y)eCx(MxM). We have the following:

<VwG(x,w),VwG(w,y)y

=(4πΓle-*--G(#,y) + <VwS(x,w), V

dx,

for ;c=(ε,0,0).
Then,

ε)<,VwG(x, w), VwG(w,y)y

=kG(x,y)-kG(w,y)-g(ε)—S(x,w)G(w,y)
dxί
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Λ Λ

- ~-G(x,y) + --G(w,

for Jt=(ε,0,0).
Let Gε(x,y) denote the Green function of Δ in Me satisfying Gε(x,y)=Q on dM

and A:Ge(x,>;)+ — Gε(x,y) = Q on δ5ε.
Λ,

Let Gε and Pc be the operator defined by

PJ(χ)= ί pJίχ,y)fWy.
JMε

We put QJ(x)=PJ(x). Then, it satisfies

Δft/(*) = 0

We know that

(3.1) kPJ(x)+-j-PJ(x)
dvx

+ 0(h(ε)KVwS(x, w), VwG/(w)>.

4. Proof of Theorem 1.

We have the following decomposition of ue.

(4.1) u.=
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Lemma 4.1. Fix pe (1,2). Then,

(4.2)

holds for any τ<l which is close enough to 1.

Proof. Recall that

up

ε(x) = Gύp

ε(x)+g(s)G(x9w)Gύp

ε(w)

Here ύp(x) is the extension of up to M which is zero outside Mε.
We have \Gup(w)\<C\\up\\tιε<Cf\\uε\\p

pιε for any />(3/2). Notice that we can
take ί>(3/2) as close as 3/2 so that tp<p + \ for /?e (1,2). Therefore, |Gt/£(w)| is
bounded.

We have

ε\VwGup(w)\<Cε\\uε\\*( f up^(y)\y-
\JMε

where r=(/?-f !)/(!+ τ). Thus, it does not exceed ε||Me||^>ε, since 2r<3, if we take
/?e(l,2) and τ<l as close as 1.

Lemma 4.2. Fix />e(l,2). Then,

(4.3) lαMfl^Cε

holds for q>69 q>μ.

Proof. By Lemma 2.1 we see that

(4.4) \QJ(x)\ < Cε2r- l ||G/||cl+(σ

is zero outside Mε.

for #>3/(l-(σ/2)). We take σ>l as close as 1.

Then, we have

for σ>l by using Lemma 2.1 and (3.1). Here /is the extension of /to M which
is zero o
We have
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(4.5) \QJ(x]

for q>6, xεMε.

We have

εllwfll^ε^εllMjI^jΊ |ί
\JMε

We take μ<q as close as q and q>6 as close as 6. Ύhen,pq—μ<6 for/?e(l,2).

On the other hand we have

by the Sobolev embedding theorem using pq—μ<6. Here uε is an extension of
wε in Lemma 2.3 which is different from ύε. It should be noted, since λ(ε) is difined

as an infimum of a functional so that it is easy to see that lim supA(ε) < oo. Therefore,

by taking s=2 in Lemma 2.3. Since uε is a minimizer of (1.1) and

we see that

Therefore,

Therefore, we get the desired redult.

Proof of Theorem 1. We put f=Klloo.β
By Lemma 4.1 and 4.2 we get

Since /?e(l,2), we can take μ<q as close as q so that 1— p + (μ/q)>0. We take
τ<l. Therefore, ξ<C". We get the desired result.
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